RNG Dispatch

Stay ahead of RNG industry dynamics with
our new curated report, the RNG Dispatch

RNG Dispatch includes:

• Curated information

C

arbon markets for renewable natural gas (RNG) sector have
been driven by regulations, and more recently, they’re being
guided by the desire to create new business opportunities
through voluntary markets. As RNG leaders search for offtake partners
beyond the regulated fuel markets, it’s critical to understand the
constantly changing industry, and federal and state regulations.
At EcoEngineers, we are the trusted advisors, carbon analysts, engineers,
scientists, compliance auditors, regulatory consultants, and market
researchers of the clean energy sector. We bring our extensive experience
from regulated carbon markets and biofuels to facilitate projects across
the entire energy transition — helping you make the most of your
investment portfolio.
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on the ever-changing,
multi-layered regulations
that affect you – federal,
state, international,
regulated and voluntary
markets, Renewable
Portfolio Standards (RPS)
Analysis of the evolution
of these regulations,
industry trends, and the
cost of compliance
Guidance on generating
revenue from low-carbon
projects and solutions,
including insights on
opportunities and risks
Critical education as your
team evolves, saving time
for your team to focus on
driving your business
Market demand trend
analysis and projections
for RNG markets
Future trend research
within electrification and
applicable impacts to the
RNG industry

Our EcoUniversity team is passionate about educating our clients on
their journey to clean energy. Through the EcoEngineers RNG Dispatch,
we carefully collect the information that’s of strategic importance for
your business, synthesize it, and make it relevant to you, your organization, and your customers. On a monthly
basis, you’ll get roughly 15 pages of meaningful insights you need to navigate this changing market with zero
time spent scanning for updates.
To subscribe or for more information about this product, contact:
Maelle Soares Pinto, EcoUniversity Director | msoarespinto@ecoengineers.us

909 Locust St, Suite 202 | Des Moines, IA 50309 | 515.985.1260 | ecoengineers.us

About EcoUniversity
Successful clean energy project owners require a solid grasp of the regulatory
requirements that drive value to their projects. Our portfolio of training and education
deliverables will empower you to make informed decisions on your behalf and maintain
compliance in an ever-evolving regulatory landscape as we navigate the energy
transition. EcoEngineers provides a myriad of workshops that can be taken individually
or bundled together for a broader training program. Most workshops are 1 ½ - 2 hours in
length and are designed to be interactive with time for open discussion of your specific
goals and challenges. Our educational reports provide information on regulations
affecting low-carbon fuels and carbon abatement options accessible to customers.

About EcoEngineers
EcoEngineers helps organizations create sustainable solutions for a better tomorrow. Our
talented team of engineers, scientists, auditors, consultants, researchers, and analysts
live and work at the intersection of low-carbon fuel policy, innovative technologies, and
the carbon marketplace. Our people are trusted guides who help navigate the everchanging energy landscape, providing the right tools, guidance, and knowledge to
reduce your carbon footprint, and to assess the potential risk to your business from
the uncertainties caused by a changing climate and low-carbon policies. Through our
systematic approach, we deliver value and proven expertise through the entire clean
energy continuum, including education, regulatory engagement, life-cycle analysis,
asset development, compliance management, audit, and verification.
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